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ABSTRACT

Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) is a discipline that explicitly considers assessing alternatives 
in a decision problem with respect to multiple criteria. Those methods are frequently used to solve real-
life decision problems that incorporate multiple, conflicting, and incommensurate criteria. Considering 
the chaotic, complex, and ambiguous nature and the dynamics of the military operations, most decision 
problems observed in military organizations also follow a similar structure involving multiple criteria. 
This chapter gives an overview of the basic decision-making problem types and decision processes 
observed in military organizations and provides information on the MCDM methodologies adopted to 
solve those problems.

INTRODUCTION

Like all other decision processes, the decision process in military operations and; their integral part 
military problems, mainly concerns with selection of the best alternative under present situation. How-
ever, the complex structure of military problems makes the determination of the best alternative nearly 
impossible in most cases due to the limited capability and emotional characteristic of human. In this 
context; Multi-criteria Decision Making (MCDM) methods fits to the chaotic, complex and ambiguous 
nature of military problems.

If we go deeper, we will easily notice that this complicated but inalienable decision-making process 
starts with the life in our world, and at the beginning, humans used it in very simple decisions for basic 
requirements like where to sleep and what to eat. In initial periods of humanity, namely The Stone and 
Iron Ages there was limited input that had to be considered during decision-making activities. However, 
the complexity of decision processes has changed in the course of time. Technological improvements in 
science, improved theories in mathematics and other changes speed up the progress of military systems 
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as well as human and exposed new problem fields. Beginning from this moment decision processes 
wouldn’t be easy as they were before due to the increased number of inputs, conflicting criteria, impor-
tance weights, etc. Thus, the evolution of MCDM methods has started.

MCDM methods propose different methodologies to help decision maker(s). The main concept of 
these methods is maximizing the benefit criteria while minimizing the cost criteria to determine the 
best option (alternative). Some of these methods determine the best option while some others order the 
options from best to worst. Although solution process of most MCDM methods does not seem com-
plicated, they become complexes when the number of alternatives and conflicting criterions increase; 
which, unfortunately, is a common situation that decision-makers face in most military decision prob-
lems. Consequently, this deficiency led to the existence of computer-based decision support systems to 
simplify the procedures.

The aim of this chapter is to provide a basic knowledge of the decision process, MCDM methods and 
light a way for the usage of MCDM in military decision problems. Information about some common 
MCDM techniques, e.g. ELECTRE, TOPSIS, PROMETHEE will also be illustrated to support the idea 
of global applicability of MCDM for possible users in the field of military.

DECISION MAKING AND MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION MAKING

Human is a living creature that makes a decision to determine the best choice by compiling lots of input 
presented in a raw status to meet different kinds of requirements.

It is appropriate to define “decision process” which humans execute in every second of life as below:

• Decision making is an act of choice of an individual or a group of individuals. It is the exercising 
of one’s free will to choose a single alternative or a hierarchy of alternatives among available op-
tions (Gunasekera, 2010),

• Decision making is about asking clear questions and obtaining clear and definite answers, for 
example, “where should we go?”, “what options have we got?”, “what should we do?” and “what 
should our strategy be?” and so on (Drummond, 2001),

• Decision-making process which is related to the selection or the preference of a choice when there 
are more than one is the sum of physical and mental efforts (Tosun, 1992),

• A decision implies the end of deliberation and the beginning of an action (Buchanan & O’Connell, 
2006), and

• Decision making is a procedure to find the best alternative among a set of feasible alternatives 
(Cebi & Kahraman, 2010; Karatas, 2017b).

To make a decision means jumping from one state of mind to another. In this exercise, the mind 
follows a certain process. The objective of this process is to find the best alternative. Sometimes the 
number of alternatives increases a lot. Besides, the decision-maker has to take into consideration the 
conflicting criteria having different importance weights and assess alternatives with respect to each of 
these criteria. There is also a growing tendency that, in many real-world decision problems, the planners 
and decision makers are likely to pursue multiple and possibly conflicting objectives (Karatas, 2017a; 
Karatas & Yakici, 2018).
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